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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter consists of background study, research question, research 

objectives, research significance, and research scopes. 

A. Background of Study 

 

                               

                   

Translation: 

“O mankind, indeed we have created you from male and female and made you 

peoples and tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble of you in 

the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allah is Knowing and 

Acquainted”. (QS al-Hujurat 49: 13) 

This verse asserts that the humanity of the nation and the tribes are to know each 

other. According to al-Baghawi ta'âruf is about making everyone can recognize near 

or far their nasab with other parties, not to deny each other. Based on this verse, Abd 

ar-Rahman as-Sa'di states that knowing some nasab is a matter required by the 

Shari'a. Because, human beings made nations and tribes are for it indeed. Therefore, a 

person is not allowed to make any other than his or her parents. 

By knowing the nasab, various laws can be resolved such as the law of 

connecting with people who have rights over it, marriage law, inheritance, and so on. 
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In addition, taaruf is also useful to help each other. With mutual assistance between 

individuals, a happy and good community. 

An important part of a culture or a society is a social value. An act is deemed 

legitimate in the morally acceptable sense that the action is related to the values 

agreed upon and respected by the society in which it is performed. The value or basic 

grip in life is an abstract concept that becomes the main reference or guideline to 

know the fundamental problem in the life of a society. Values in a society vary, but 

there are many things that are universal meaning that the truth of the value is widely 

accepted or absolute. Value refers to the consideration of an action that has a value of 

truth, religious value and moral values. These values are then manifested in a 

message called a social message. (Putra 2014: 26) 

Values and communities have a very important and inseparable link. Society 

will be torn apart if the values of togetherness have disappeared from that society. 

The development of values in a society is influenced by citizens or nations that have 

value itself. Values are an important part of society and the development of culture. 

Culture is collective programming of the main which distinguishes the 

members of one group or category of people of another. The set of attitudes, values, 

beliefs, and behavior, shared by a group of people and communicated from one 

generation to the next. (Hofstede, 1980: 5) 

It can be concluded that Culture is a complex whole which includes 

knowledge, belief, art, moral, law, custom and any other capabilities and habbits 

acquire by man as a member of society.   
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Nowadays, Indonesian culture is experiencing the threat of extinction cause 

by the influence of external culture, the lack of attention and interest from the young 

generation towards its own culture, especially the traditional ceremony. This resulted 

in some of the cultural heritages becoming extinct; aesthetic values, ethics, rules, and 

philosophy will disappear from human life. 

Culture if not preserved there will be many bad things that will happen, some 

of the worse things are the next generation, especially in Indonesia. They will blind 

about their culture, the culture will die by time because the next generation may do 

not care anymore about culture, culture will changed, etc. It is unfortunate if those 

will happen, because in Indonesia there are many cultures and some of them still exist 

around in society. 

Ma'jaga is one culture that is still often held in the village of Kaluppini. It is a 

dance accompanied by uttering poems in the form of a prayer performed during the 

wedding ceremony and traditional ceremonies of Maccera Manurun. The tradition of 

Maccera Manurun is conduct one for eight years with the aim of gratitude of 

Kaluppini society to the creator of the earth that has provided an abundance of grace 

such as fertile soil and the result of abundant painting.    

Poem which are commonly called lyrics have been written to express joy, 

sadness, doubt, decision, ennui, wonder, disappointment, surprise, and pray. The lyric 

is the most common of all poetic forms. When people think of poetry, that which 

comes most readily to mind is a lyric poem. Lyric are among simplest poems of the 

language. (Albert in Qushoy, 2010: 2) 
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The lyrics used in the Ma'jaga tradition is symbols of communication in the 

form of messages delivered in the form of singing. The message conveyed from 

Ma’jaga poems is to humanity, is to man and its creator, and is to man and nature.  

In fact, at this time many people in Kaluppini who do not really comprehend 

the meaning of the messages conveyed in the arts Ma'jaga especially the young 

generation. Most of them are disregarding their own culture. They are more inclined 

to the outside culture (western culture). As future generations they are expected to 

learn and to know the content or message of every tradition that exist especially the 

Ma'jaga tradition, because this is one of the arts ceremony inherited by the ancestors 

and still often done in the wedding ceremony. It is unfortunate if the tradition of the 

relics of our ancestors will just disappear.  

From the problem above, the researcher is interested in conducting the 

research with the title "The social messages of Ma'jaga Poems in Kaluppini, 

Enrekang" to find out the social message of the poems. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the previous statements, the formulation of the problem is formulated 

as follow: 

What do the social messages convey in Ma'jaga Poems? 

C. Research Objective 

Therefore, the purpose of this research is: 

To find out the social messages convey in Ma’jaga poems in Kaluppini district, 

Enrekang aregency. 
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D. Research Significance 

a. Theoretical Significance 

The results of this study are expected to provide knowledge to the society of 

Kaluppini about messages from the Ma'jaga Poems. 

b. Significances for Researcher 

This research will be beneficial for reader to help them in learning and 

knowing about culture of Enrekang especially in kaluppini village. The result of 

this research is also expected to be a helpful contribution for further researchers 

who are interested in Ma’jaga Tradition. 

E. Research Scope 

Basically, the tradition of Ma'jaga shows two events, those are Ma’jaga in 

Wedding ceremony and Meccera Manurun ceremony. Culture consists of several 

values that are moral, social and religious. In this study, the researcher will focus 

about the social messages of the Ma'jaga poems performed in the wedding ceremony. 

It will analyzed by using the semiotic theory stated by Roland Barthes to reveal the 

social messages. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Previous Findings 

Relating to the topic of the thesis, there are two previous studies found by the 

researcher.  

Yapenes (2010) in his thesis,“Tari Pa’jaga dalam Upacara Maccera Manurun Di 

Desa Adat Kaluppini, Kecamatan Enrekang, Kabupaten Enrekang”. In this research 

he is use descriptive qualitative method. He was analyzed the history of the Ma’jaga 

Ceremony.  

The findings of this thesis found Ma'jaga tradition is a symbolic representation of 

courage in guarding the kingdom, especially the protection of the royal family. 

Pa'jaga Dance at first served as entertainment for the royal family, the marriage of the 

royal family, and the series of ceremonies Maccera Manurun. At present Pa'jaga 

dance in addition to functioning as a dance of entertainment also serves as a guest 

picking dance on the anniversary of Enrekang Regency, as well as at the event of 

honor guests, and can also be invited to the wedding with consideration to preserve 

and introduce dance Pa'jaga as one of the traditional dances located in Enrekang 

Regency. 

Nadiar (2013) in his thesis,“Meaning and Function of Pakkio Bunting in 

Wedding Ceremony of Makassar Culture (ease study at Bontonompo District of 

Gowa Regency)”. In this research used descriptive qualitative method. He is use 
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hermeneutika theory and that object is Pakkio Bunting). In this research, he was 

analyzed the meaning and function of Pakkio Bunting in wedding ceremony. 

The findings of this thesis found the meaning and function in the text of Pakkio 

Bunting. The meaning of Pakkio Bunting are happiness, longlife, prosperity, advice, 

praying, family,kindness, intension, proposal, admission, honestly, expentency, vows, 

and loyality. The Function are as a communication tool to convey a messages tu-riolo 

(ancestors), poetry Pakkio Bunting became one of the forms of interaction between 

the bride’s family represented by speakers Pakkio Bunting with the groom’s family, 

as a refresher material for introspection, as entertainment, as ratification of culture, as 

a tool of society norms and social control, as an educational tool for oral literature in 

a given society.  

Having compared two researchers, they have similarity of the research by Nadiar 

and this research. This research about the Makassar culture and used descriptive 

qualitative to analysis and to find out the object of research. The difference between 

this research and Nadiar is that the research about the meaning and function of pakkio 

butting in wedding ceremony in Makassar culture, whereas this research is about 

message of the culture in Enrekang, is tradition of  Ma’jaga in Makassar culture. 

The similarity of the research above with this research is also research about 

Ma’jaga poems and used descriptive qualitative in his research. The difference 

between this research and Yapenes, is that he only focused on History of Ma’jaga 

poems without analyzing the message, whereas this research is focus on the social 

messages of it. 
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In this study, the researcher will conduct a study related to the two previous 

researchers is will discuss about culture of Makassar and also uses the research 

method of descriptive qualitative to analyze it based on Roland Barthes Theory. The 

purpose of this study is will give the information to young generation about the 

culture, tradition, Meaning of the tradition, and the message of each tradition in 

Enrekang, especially tradition Ma’jaga. 

B. Conceptual Framework 

1. Definition of Social Message 

The message is a component in the communication process in the form of a 

blend of thoughts and feelings of a person by using the symbol, language / other 

symbols delivered to others. By using a message, one can convey the value or idea he 

or she wants to others. While, Social message is one form of communication and as a 

control over the course of a social system or social process. social messages can be a 

means of communicating new ideas about everyday life. social messages can also be 

used to criticize the existing social conditions in society. (Effendy, 1989: 224) 

Message is what the source to the recipient communicates. Message is a set of 

verbal or non verbal symbols that represent the feelings, values, ideas or intentions of 

the source. Messages have three components namely meaning, symbols used to 

convey the meaning, and the form or organization of the message. (Mulyadi, 2005: 

63) 

The social term in social science refers to its object, ie society. Whereas 

socialism is an ideology that stems from the principle of elections. Social is a matter 
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of human relations, either directly or institutional form (family, society, state) a 

critical attitude to world views and ideologies as well as obligations / responsibilities 

as members of humanity. (Suseno in Nuswantara, 2014: 14)  

Social objects are societies that are viewed from the point of relationship 

between humans and processes arising from human relationships within society. For 

that, it can be concluded that the social message is a verbal and non verbal symbol 

that is conveyed to the community through a media or gesture related to society 

(human). 

2. Definition of Poems 

a. Poems 

Poem is a universal language. It is considered ancient. The most primitive 

people have used it, and the most civilized have cultivated it. In all ages and all 

countries, poem has written and eagerly read or listened to, by all of the people. Poem 

which has the considerable strength of communication in the society becomes the 

most favorite and popular literary work in the world. The ability of poem in 

entertaining, giving lesson and satisfying the readers becomes the main things that 

make it popular. Moreover it can humanize its readers through the lessons implied in 

it. (Rifklin and Ryan, 2004: 193) 

Poems is piece of literature written by a poet in meter or verse displaying 

various emotions which are expressed by the use of variety of techniques such as 

repetition, mater and rhyme are what are commonly used to distinguish poem from 
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prose. Poems often make heavy use of imagery and word association to quickly 

convey emotions. (Holcombe, 2006: 8) 

Poem is a pattern, not of sound or of movement, but experience, carefully 

organizes structures. It is a close knit patterns, rhythm and rhyme, and other sound 

effects, repetition, referring, images all combined to make it seamless whole. 

(Andrew, 1991: 22) 

b. The kinds of Poems 

According to the content, there are several kinds of poems such as: 

1) Panji poem 

A poem that tells of the circumstance is that happened in the palace and 

the circumstances of the people who came from the palace. Example of panji poem is 

Ken Tambuhan poem which tells of a princess named Ken Tambuhan who made 

offerings to the Queen Kauripan. 

2) Romance Poem 

A poem containing about the romance usually found in the story of alipur 

laram saga, or folklore. An example of a romantic poem is bidasari poem who tells of 

a princess whose mother has abandoned her, after some time she has been sought by 

her "brother" Son to meet her mother, a meeting takes place and finally Bidasari 

forgives her mother, who has thrown herself away. 

3) The figurative poem 

The figurative verse is about the love of fish, birds, flowers or fruits. The 

romance is an allusion or an allusion to a particular event. An example of a figurative 
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verse is a hymn of a dwarf whose contents tell of a love that fails due to a rank 

difference or a kind of parable "like the back of longing for the moon". 

4) Historical poem 

A story based on historical events, most of which contained the poem of 

war. An example of the historic poem is the mangkasar war lyrics "formerly named 

sipelman's poem" contains the war between the people of Makassar and the 

Netherlands. 

5) The Religious poem 

This is most important poem, the poem of religion is divided into four 

namely: Sufi poet, poem about the teachings of Islam, the poem of the story of the 

prophet and the verse of advice. To note each poem must contain a certain message, 

the message can we conclude after understanding the contents of a poem. For 

example religious poetry, boat poetry, trademark "many say by Hamzah Fansuri, but 

experts deny it" doomsday poem, bahr An-Nisa, dream takbir poem, raksi poetry. 

3. Description of Ma’jaga 

a. Ma’jaga 

Ma'jaga is one of the most frequent rituals performed at wedding party. 

According to the Kaluppini community, Ma’jaga is Lambe-lambean which means the 

expression of prayers for both brides. This ritual is also usually performed on the 

Maccera Manurun traditional ceremony, where Ma'jaga provide entertainment to the 

people who witnessed the ceremony directly. Maccera Manurun is one of the 
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traditions performed by society of Kaluppini as gratitude to the Creator of Grace 

given to society. Before doing the Ma’jaga Ritual, there are several condition that 

should be prepared such as Ma’peong. It is cooking rice and chicken by using 

bamboo, where the chicken is cooked only use purified water and add no spices such 

as onions, salt, and others. According to customary leaders in the Village of 

Kaluppini district about add no spices to chickens cooked is that can feel the purity of 

the natural surroundings. Ma’jaga ritual is accompanied by reciting poems in the form 

of supplication or prayer. In the marriage ceremony aims to pray for the bridegroom 

and bride also convey a message to fellow human beings. 

Ma’jaga at wedding party only held in the bride’s home. This tradition played 

by ten adult male (the traditional leaders). This ritual is very simple but the meaning, 

message and prayers contained in it very deeply. This ritual is done in a circular way, 

not wearing clothes but wearing a white sarong, Passapu’ '(head fastener), and 

holding Pa'kamba (shawl). Hand movements from dancer holding scarves while 

wagging intend to cast out impending demons. Abdul Halim (2017) one of the 

traditional leaders in the village of Kaluppini gives the reason why people who do 

Ma'jaga do not wear clothes. He said that traditional figures had previously worn 

clothes while performing the dance but one of them fell ill. So from then on they no 

longer wear clothes while dancing. The form of language used in this ritual is poems. 

The poem is expressed in eight languages: Kaluppini, Maiwa, Bone, Tator, Mandar, 

Duri, Makassar and Luwu. 
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This tradition is done by making a circle in the middle is betel and betel 

commonly called Alannota, and a white cloth. The traditional leaders revolved around 

the object while reciting poems in the form of prayers and messages while waving 

scarves. Ma'jaga uses eight languages consisting of Maiwa, Kaluppini, Toraja, 

Mandar, Duri, Bone, Luwu, and Makassar. 

b. The kinds of Ma’jaga 

1) Ma’jaga Papanataran 

Ma’jaga Papanataran is one of the ceremonies performed three days before the 

wedding day, the ceremony is only done in the bride's residence. The purpose of this 

ceremony is to ask prayers to Allah SWT to smooth the event that will be 

implemented. 

2) Ma’jaga Rapu-rapu  

Ma’jaga Rapu-rapu is a ceremony that was carried out to ask for salvation from 

Allah SWT to the guests who attended the wedding.  

3) Ma’jaga Penyambutan  

This ceremony performed to acceptance the invited guests. It performed in the 

afternoon.  

4) Ma’jaga Panyappanan  

This ceremony is performed on the procession of slaughtering animals such as 

chickens and cow with the intention that the animal we are slaughtering becomes a 

blessing. 
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5) Ma’jaga botting  

This ceremony is acceptance the groom with the bridesmaids. 

6) Ma’jaga pa’bolibota 

Ma’jaga pa’balibota is a ceremony performed to ask for blessings on all things 

that have been intended (married) and this ceremony is the last ceremony during the 

wedding procession.  

4. Semiotic Theory 

Etymologically, the term semiotic comes from the Greek word Semeion 

which means “sign”. In terminologically, Eco defines it as science that study about a 

vast array of objects, events, and all cultures as signs.  

Roland Barthes as one of the semiotics figures sees signification as a total 

process with a structured arrangement. Signification is not limited to language, but 

there are also things that are not language. In the end, Barthes regards the social life, 

regardless of its form, a separate sign system (Kurniawan 2001: 53). There are three 

stage significations:  

a) Denotation 

Barthes the first stage of significance is the relationship between signifier 

(signifier) and signified (marker) in a sign of external reality. He calls this denotation 

the most obvious meaning of the sign. The meaning of denotation is the first meaning 

of denotation that is objective (first order) that can be given to the symbols. The 
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meaning of denotation is derived from directly linking directly between the symbol 

and the designated reality or phenomenon. 

Denotation is an objective and fixed meaning; while connotations as 

subjective and varied meanings. Although different, these two meanings are 

determined by context. The first meaning, denotative meaning, relates to the 

reference figure, for example the word red means "color like the color of blood" 

(more objectively, meaning can be described according to the light). Context in this 

case to solve polysemic problems;whereas in connotative meaning, context supports 

the emergence of subjective meaning. 

Denotation is sometimes regarded as a digital code where markers (penanda) 

and markes (petanda) are clearly separated and connotations as analogues are codes 

that work on continuous scale. (Fiske 2004: 93) 

Denotation is the level of signification that describes the relationship between 

sign and references to reality, which results in explicit, direct, and definite meaning. 

While connotation is a level of siginifacation that explains the relationship between 

markes (penanda) and markes (petanda), in which the operating implicit and hidden 

meaning. Denotation and connotation can not be seen separately or stand alone. In 

other word, the denotation is what the sign represents of object; whereas connotation 

is how to describe it. (Fiske 1990: 88) 

Means the meaning of denotation is the explicit relationship between the sign 

with the reference or reality in denotative stage denominations. For example, there 

are pictures of humans, animals, trees, houses. The colors are recorded as red, yellow, 
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blue, white, and so on. At this stage, only the data information is submitted. In other 

words denotation can be a word that has meaning in accordance with what is in the 

Indonesian dictionary, which can be the real meaning or the true meaning of what is 

written and seen. (Pilliang 1998: 14) 

b) Connotation  

Connotation is a term used by Barthes to show the significance of the second 

stage. This illustrates the interactions that occur when a sign meets the feelings or 

emotions of the speaker as well as the values of the culture. Connotation has a 

subjective or at least inter-subjective meaning. 

Barthes uses the term denotation and connotation to show the levels of 

meaning. The meaning of connotation refers to the meanings that can be given to 

symbols with reference to cultural values which are therefore on the second level. 

Some of Barthes's creations which are his heritage for the intellectual world are, first, 

the concept of conotation which is the key to the semiotic in the culture of culture; 

second, the concept of myth which is the result of applying connotations in various 

fields in everyday life. 

In connotative semiotics, the markers in the second system are constituted by 

the signs in the first system, while in the contrasting metaphases the markers in the 

second system are constituted by the signs in the first system. (Barthes 2012: 135). 

Within the framework of Barthes, the connotative is identical to ideological 
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operations, which he calls a “Myth” and serves to express and justify the prevailing 

dominant values in a given period (Sobur 2001). 

c) Myth 

 Barthes also sees another aspect of marking the "myth" that marks a society. 

The "myth" according to Barthes lies at the second level of marking, so after a sign-

signifier-signified system has been established, the mark will become a new marker 

which then has a second marker and a new sign. The first marking construction is the 

language, while the second marking mark is a myth. This second level marking 

construction is understood by Barthes as Metalanguage. (Putra, 2014: 67) 

Myth according to Barthes is a communication system that is a message. 

Myth then can not become an object, a concept or idea, because myth is a marking 

mode that is a form. Myth as a form is not limited to the object of its message, but in 

what way the myth tells the message. It can find the ideology in the text by 

examining the connotations contained in it one way is to search for mythology in 

such texts. Ideology is something abstract. Mythology (the unity of coherent myths) 

presents the inkarsi of hidden meanings of containers in ideology to be narrated. That 

story is a Myth. (Putra, 2014: 67) 

When a sign that has the connotation meaning then develops into the meaning 

of denotation, then the meaning of denotation will be a myth. For example: Banyan 

trees are shady and dense cause connotation "sacred" because it is considered as the 

dwelling of the spirits. This "sacred" connotation then develops into a common 
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assumption attached to the banyan tree symbol, so that the sacred banyan tree is no 

longer a connotation but turned into a denotation of the second level of meaning. At 

this stage, the "sacred banyan tree" is finally regarded as a Myth. (Putra 2014: 68) 

Semiotic is essentially a theoretical approach to communication in that its aim 

is to establish widely applicable pricples. A semiotic analysis of visual symbols can 

be tested against viewer responses to identify the patterns of construction of the 

meaning. It also finds that visuals carrying different types of semiotics meaning elicit 

different levels of response from viewer. Generally, more viewers note iconic 

message elements than symbolic or indexical elements. However, those elements 

with symbolic meaning, fewer though they may be, may create.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter consists of research method, research objective, instrument of the 

research, data collection procedure, and data analysis technique. 

 

1. Research Method 

This research used descriptive qualitative method of Crewell in sugiyono 

(2014:228) defines that qualitative research is a means for exploring and 

understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human 

problem. The process of research involves emerging questions and procedures; 

collecting data in the participants, setting; analyzing the data inductively, building 

from particulars to general themes; and making interpretations of the meaning of data. 

On the other hand, Ghony (2012: 13) Qualitative research is intended to describe 

and analyze phenomena, events, social activities, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, and 

people.  

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that descriptive qualitative 

research is a study that focuses on the problems when research is conducted. The 

researcher used this method, because to make easy describe the meaning and message 

in Ma’jaga tradition.  
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2. Research Object 

The resource of data in this research is primary data that the main data as the 

object of the research. In this primary data is poem of Ma’jaga. The researcher, taken 

the data from the informant (tokoh adat) that is in keeping with the Ma’jaga tradition. 

This research will conduct for four day.  

3. Data Source 

The data source refer to in the research is the subject of where data will be 

obtained and have clarity information about how retrieve data and how the data is 

processed. 

a. Primary Data is the data that obtained directly from the sources or informants 

that give to information about the contents and messages of Ma’jaga Poems. 

b. Secondary Data is the data that obtained or collected from another sources 

like literary book, report, thesis, and journal. 

4. Research Instrument 

As instrument of the research to collect the data, the researcher used interview 

sheet with guided work and tool. Interview sheet will make easier to researcher to 

know the meaning and the message in the Ma’jaga Poems. From this instrument, the 

researcher was interviewed the informant and write their important information about 

the meaning of Ma’jaga Tradition, and record conversation by using digital recorder 

to record ofwhat the informant says. 
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5. Data collection procedure 

In term of the way, the researcher served some procedures to reach conclusion of 

this thesis. Here are the following procedures: 

a. Visited home of the informant (tokoh adat). 

b. Interview the informant about Ma’jaga tradition in Kaluppini district, 

Enrekang Regency  

c. Recorded the conversation and make a note of interview 

6. Data Analysis Technique 

After the researcher collected the data, then the researcher classified the data 

according to the Roland Barthes’s theory to analyze the denotative meaning, 

connotative meaning and the messages is contained in the ritual, and then the 

researcher transcribe the data into the research. The last is to make a conclusion about 

the message of Ma’jaga poems.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this chapter, the researcher presented the result of the research and 

discussion of Semiotic based on Roland Barthes’s theory about the connotation and 

denotation, then the messages contained in the poems of Ma’jaga in Kaluppini 

District, Enrekang Regency is systematically. Therefore, this chapter consists of 

findings and discussion. The researcher would like to present further explanation 

about the social message of Ma’jaga poems, which is involved in Kaluppini District, 

Enrekang Regency.  

A. Findings 

After the research conducted by the researcher in Kaluppini District, Enrekang 

Regency. The researcher found several words about the connotative and denotative 

meaning in poems of Ma’jaga. The researcher found some data of this poem by 

interview two people as the informants the researcher. 

The social message of the Lyrics of Ma’jaga poems in Kaluppini district could 

recognized from the interpretation. In this section, the researcher displayed some data 

related to the first question of this research. That was the social message of Ma’jaga 

poems. Here the following data: 
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Datum 1: Ma’jaga Papanataran 

Extract: 

Bismillahi tabe Puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

(Bismillahi tabe Puang, nasar yang akan ditunaikan) 

(Bismillahi tabe puang, the desire will be fulfilled) 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to indona, 

(Sampai dengan baik nasar ibunya) 

(Her mother wishes is well conveyed) 

Na lattu madeceng. 

(Sampai dengan baik) 

(Arrive safely) 

Bismillahi tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

(Bismillahi tabe Puang, nasar yang akan ditunaikan) 

(Bismillahi tabe puang, the desire will be fulfilled) 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to ambe’na 

(Sampai dengan baik nasar ayahnya) 

(Her father wishes is well conveyed) 

Na lattu madeceng. 

(Sampai dengan baik) 

(Arrive safely) 

Based on Datum 1, this poem was the opening poem in Ma’jaga ritual. This ritual 

hold at the bride’s house and it was conduct three days before the wedding party. It 

played by ten men that were customary leaders who has been appointed to became 

the members of Ma’jaga. 

The previous poem has connotative meaning, while the word “Puang” in the first 

line and “Na Lattu Madeceng” in the third line has denotative meaning. In the first 
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line “Puang” in generally means epithet for someone who has high society, 

meanwhile in this poem “Puang” means Allah. It proves regarding to explanation 

from one of costumary leaders. Thus, in the third line “Na Lattu Madeceng” means 

“Arrive safely” it was not the connotative meaning, while the connotative meaning of 

the third line means will be received (the intention). 

Datum 2: Ma’jaga Rapu-rapu 

Extract  

 Sima’ tana ta ripunna tana 

 (Yang menguasai bumi) 

Mapallawai na lattu ri puang to jolo 

(Yang membentengi dari segala marabahaya) 

Tana di indan tana tan di puppui 

(Dunia hanya sebagai tempat persinggahan) 

Lino leppangan ni aja’mu marannu  

(Jangan terlalu berharap karena dunia hanya sebagai persinggahan) 

Apa tannia onroan mara’da  

(Karena bukan untuk tempat tinggal selamanya) 

Marannu ki makkegona  

(Semata-mata semua hanya pinjaman) 

Moreover, Based on this datum, this poem was for the guests which the ritual 

called Ma’jaga rapu-rapu. That ritual was to invoke the prayer of the guess salvation 

that attending the wedding. Furthermore, this ritual performed in the afternoon before 

the wedding day party. 
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The previous poem has connotative meaning, otherwise the word “Ri Puang 

To Jolo” in the second line and “Tana di Indan” in the third stanza has denotative 

meaning. Therefore, in the second line “Ri Puang To Jolo” in commonly means 

ancestor. Instead, in this poem “Ri Puang To Jolo” means Allah SWT, it based on 

the explanation of Rukka, one of the Ma’jaga member’s. Beside, in the third line 

“Tana di Indan” the connotative meaning of this line was “The World Only 

Temporary. 

Datum 3: Ma’jaga Penyambutan 

Extract   

Bulu’ki samballeng  

(Gunung yang disembelih) 

(the slaughtered mountain) 

Taneteki sappan-sappan 

(Bukit yang disembelih) 

(The Slaughtered hill) 

Buttu ki tale-tale 

(Gunung yang dipisah-pisah) 

(The mountain is separated) 

Kenna ratumo nyawana 

(Semoga telah sampai nyawanya) 

Kenna pole sumanga’na 

The poem above showed us the third ritual which called Ma’jaga 

Panyappanan. The aim of that poem was to command the Cow slaughter that was   

forms of gratitude to Allah SWT.  Besides that, it was conducted for twice. Firstly in 
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the afternoon when the guests come and secondly, the ritual was conducted in the 

morning before the wedding party. 

The previous stanza contained the denotative meaning. The word “Bulu’ ki 

samballeng” in the first line and “Tanete ki Sappan-sappan” in the second line, the 

last line was “Buttu ki tale-tale”. The connotative meaning from the “Bulu’ ki 

samballeng” was the mount of slaughtered. Furthermore, the mountain was the 

assumption of cow. Next, the connotative meaning from the second line “Tanete ki 

Sappan-sappan” was the splited hill. The hill was the assumption of cow, and the last 

line “Buttu ki tale-tale” was the separated mountain. The mountain is assumption of 

cow.  

Datum 4: Ma’jaga Panyappanan 

Extract 

Wai sa’dan di Ma’lumba 

(Sungai di Ma’lumba) 

(The river in Ma’lumba) 

Wai salu Mauli’ olai bambana Latimojong 

(Air sungai di Maulu’ yang dilewati sampai dipintu gunung Latimojong) 

(The river water in Maulu’ which flows up to the Latimojong Mountain) 

Lolong minnya’ maccolo tau guli mokkong 

(Mengalir secara keseluruhan) 

(It flows in its entirety) 

Ratu inde ko tee di Bua 

(Sampai disini di tempat acara) 

(Get here at the venue) 
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Lakko tangnga paningo 

(Berada di tengah Pemain) 

(Be in the Middle of the game) 

Lappa’ mu kenden 

(Take a rest) 

Based on the previously poem, this ritual performed after the ritual of 

slaughter, which is called Welcoming ritual of Ma’jaga. This poem has the purpose to 

welcome the guests who came to attend the wedding party and it performed on 

welcoming guests in the afternoon. 

 Regarding to the poem above, the word “Wai sa’dan” in the first line and 

“Wai Salu” in the second line and the last in the five line “Paningo” were denotative 

meaning.  The connotative meaning of “Wai sa’dan” and “wai salu” in this poem 

has assumption of intention from the guest. Meanwhile, “Paningo” means Player. 

The meaning of Paningo in this poem was not the player of game or another player 

but the connotative meaning from this word was Ma’jaga Ritual.  

Datum 5: Ma’jaga Botting 

Extract 

 Sompa’ ni mai  

 (Pengantin telah berangkat) 

 Sallona di pallalangan ri tana tammabela 

 (Kerabat hampir sampai di tempat tujuan) 

Mabelasi sompa si ditangkaran sunga’ 

(Meskipun nyawa jadi taruhan) 

  Na podo’ ni rejja’ 

 (Dan akhirnya sampai pada tempat yang diniatkan) 
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According to for poem above, the content or essence of Ma’jaga poem was 

the welcoming ceremony to for groom. For that, this poem also called the Ma’jaga 

Botting ritual. Mean that, this ceremony to welcome the groom that almost arrived in 

the wedding party. It is describes the groom struggle. 

 

Datum 6: Ma’jaga Pa’balibota  

Extract 

Lesso mi indan timunna 

(Telah selesai nasar yang diniatkan) 

Sininna na bawa nia’ 

(Semua yang telah diniatkan) 

Na lattu madeceng 

(Semoga sampai dengan baik) 

Marinni mabassa 

(Kecil Besar) 

Makkapomi sarana 

(Keinginan telah terpenuhi) 

Kena tuo na sugi 

(Semoga panjang umur dan kaya) 

Na ende si dalle na’ 

(Dan dimurahkan rezekinya) 

Nadi pammula si to Jaga  

(Dan dimulai Kembali Jaga) 

Pada mamminasa tau, majarang pa tau na tulian 

(Semua orang berkeinginan untuk menikah, tapi tidak semua orang 

dikehendaki) 
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Ratu lian minasanna  

(Dan dikabulkan harapannya) 

The sixth poem was the last poem of closing of Ma’jaga ritual, that was called 

Ma’jaga Pa’balibota. After that, this ritual to asking for blessings from all the things 

that has been intended and it prays for the two brides. In addition, the customary 

leaders recite Ma’jaga Pa’balibota when the wedding party is finished.  

According to previous explanation, the researcher found several the 

denotative meaning. “Lesso Mi Indan Timunna” in the first line, “Marinni Mabassa” 

in the four line and the last “Jaga” in the eight line. In the first line “Lesso mi indan 

timunna”, Indan timunna has the meaning of “A debt Mouth” but in this poem, the 

connotative meaning of “Indan Timunna” was the intention has been fulfied. Next 

line “Marinni Mabassa” means small and big. The connotative of this lyric was all 

the stuff that used either small-sized items to large items used for the show became a 

blessing. In addition,“Jaga” the connotative meaning of this word is Ma’jaga ritual.  
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B. Discussion  

This section also gives the explanation about the description of Ma’jaga poems 

and the social messages that convey in Ma’jaga Poems. In this analysis, the 

researcher used Semiotic based on Roland Barthes’s theory.  

Datum 1:  

Extract  

Bismillahi tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to indona, 

Na lattu madeceng. 

Bismillahi tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to ambe’na 

Na lattu madeceng. 

Based on the Datum 1, the researcher found the sentences that express 

connotation meaning, such as “Bismillah, tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso” the term of 

Tabe in Bugis language is one of the honor given to the elderly or the person who 

was considered to have a higher status. Tabe is similar to the attitude of permission. 

The epithet in the community was famous known as Puang in Bugis language. It has 

two meanings: 1) when the word of Puang addressed to the Almighty means “God” 

usually people call it Puang Allah Ta'ala. 2) If the term "Puang" addressed to the 

creature then it mean Mister but in this lyric addressed to the Almighty Allah swt.  

The poem in the first line was “Bismillah, tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso” means 

“Bismillah, tabe Puang the desire will be fulfilled” has a meaning that asked for 

permission to the Almighty Allah of a desire that will be fulfilled. Such as starting a 

new life that was "Marriage". The poem contained in the second line that was  “Lattu 
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madeceng tinja’ na indo na” means “her mother wishes is well conveyed” the 

meaning of the second lyric was hopefully her mother’s desire will be accepted by the 

Almighty Allah, the was desire to marry her daughter.  

The third lyrics were “Na lattu madeceng” means “will be received” the meaning 

of this lyric was hopefully blessed by the Almighty Allah. The lyrics are contained in 

the first and fourth line has the same meaning. The fifth line is ““Lattu madeceng 

tinja’ na Ambe’ na” means “her father wishes is well conveyed”. It mean hopefully 

the wishes of his father could be accepted by Almighty Allah. The desire means to 

marry off his daughter.  

The lyric is contained in the second line is "Lattu madeceng tinja' na indo to indo 

na" and the lyric in the fourth line "Lattu madeceng tinja' na to ambe' na" separated, 

because the wishes of the two parents were different. The mother expected to 

daughter, that she would has the good children and become a good wife and good 

mother.  Meanwhile, the father expectation for her husband was to became a good 

husband that could guide in the right way and took care of his daughter. Because, 

after the marriage all the responsibility would handle by the husband.  

From the previously explanation, it could be concluded that the social message 

contained in the Ma'jaga poem was a time would come when all the parents must be 

ready to their responsibility for the daughter and give full to her husband. Therefore, 

they should teach their daughter how to be a good wife and mother. That she would 

not be surprised to face new life after she married and has a child. Moreover, they 

must be able to support each other and become a good father of the family then guide 
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his wife and children, because they would became role models for their children in 

the future. 

Datum 2:  

Extract 

 Sima’ tana ta ripunna tana 

Mapallawai na lattu ri puang to jolo 

Tana di indan tana tan di puppui, 

Lino leppangan ni aja’mu marannu  

apa tannia onroan mara’da  

marannu ki makkegona  

 

The lyric above was the second that poem commonly called Ma'jaga rapu-rapu. 

That was means performing the Ma'jaga ritual for the salvation of the invited guests. 

This ritual was usually did in the afternoon when the guests come home. The 

members of Ma’Jaga perform their rituals beside the entrance of the venue. The 

wedding tradition in the village of Kaluppini did in two stages, namely the evening 

and the wedding party that performed on the next day. This lyrics poem was recite in 

the evening at the same time when the guests coming into the wedding party. The 

bride’s do not sit together in the evening party, only the groom and the both family 

who could welcome the guest. Whereas, the bride was at home to prepare everything 

for the wedding party on the next day. In other cities such as in Pinrang, Bone, Pare-

pare, etc, they also have an evening event called Mappacci, but Kaluppini societies 

do not carry out this tradion. 
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The content of the poem that are used denotative meaning, this poem remind 

the people about the world was only a temporary. Life in the world was actually the 

life to the Hereafter. Then the world was a bridge that must be passed by every 

human being before going through the afterlife. In other words, the life of the world 

was a place to have the preparation for the eternal destiny of all the times. As 

mentioned in the Qur'an (Qs Al-Mu'min: 39) which reads "... The life of this world 

is only a joy (temporary) and verily it is an everlasting land". 

Based on the previous explanation, the social message contained in the poem 

was that all the pleasures who the humans felt in the world only temporary. Therefore 

as a Moslem was commanded to be obedient to Allah and His apostle, then avoid to 

His bans. For that, the humans must prepare to provisions for eternal life in the 

afterlife, such as doing good to human beings, perform the duty of a Muslim is to 

pray, give charity, help each other, remind each other in virtue, worship to parents, 

and always be on the path of God. 

Datum 3: 

Extract 

Bulu’ki samballeng  

Taneteki sappan-sappan 

Buttu ki tale-tale 

Kenna ratumo nyawana 

Kenna pole sumanga’na 

Based on Datum 3, the researcher found several connotation meaning. The 

first line was "Bulu 'ki samballeng" mean "Mount of slaughtered". The word Bulu’ on 
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the first line in the lyrics of Ma'jaga poem was in the Makassar language means 

"Mountain". The intention of saying slaughtered mountain was a slaughtered cow. 

The mountain was the assumption of cow.  

The second line was "Tanete ki sappan-sappan" means "The splitted hill".  

The meaning of Sappan in the Kaluppini language was splited. The hill was the 

assumption of an animal (cow). The meaning of the splitted hill was cow that has 

been skinned and stacked in one place and then would be splited. Before the cow was 

slaughtered, there was a ritual performed. The first, beef would be read prays. The 

next ritual was split the cow and this ritual was did by one of the member of the 

customary leader. After that this ritual has done people could slaughter the beef. 

The third poem was "Buttu ki tale-tale" means "The separated mountain". It 

means a cow that has been slaughtered and splited, it would be splited into pieces. 

The word of "Buttu" in the third stanza was from Kaluppini language means 

"Mountain". The word Bulu’ and Buttu means mountain but used different word and 

language, it because in the Ma'jaga ritual used eight languages, namely Makassar 

language, Kaluppini, Bone, Toraja, Mandar, Duri, and Luwu.  

The fourth poem "Kenna ratu mo nyawana" means "May its life is blessed by 

God". The meaning of the fourth line was the spirit or life of the slaughtered, in 

addition the cow has reached Almighty Allah. The fifth line was "Kenna pole 

sumanga'na" means "May the animal's life accepted by The Almight". The meaning 

of the fifth line was that all the soul of the slaughtered animal was blessed Allah 

Almighty and the people enjoyed it blessed as well. 
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Based on the previously explanation, it could be concluded that the social 

message contained in the Ma'jaga poem was the slaughter of animal was as the 

gratitude of host and to the guests who have spent their time pray for the happiness, 

the tranquility, and peace for the bride. In this case, the people were commanded to 

be much grateful for all the pleasures of Allah that has given to us while begging for 

blessings over all that has been done. 

Datum 4: 

Extract  

Wai sa’dan di Ma’lumba 

Wai salu Mauli’ olai bambana Latimojong 

Lolong minnya’ maccolo tau guli mokkong 

Ratu inde ko tee di Bua 

Lakko tangnga paningo 

Lappa’ mu kenden 

Based on Datum 4, the researcher found several connotative meaning. It is 

"Wai sa'dan in Ma'lumba" and "Wai salu Mauli 'olai bambanna latimojong". Wai 

means Water, Sa'dan means River. The first line and the second line have the same 

meaning. There are Wai sa'dan in ma'lumba was the water of river in Ma'lumba, and 

the meaning of Wai sa'dan in mauli' na olai bambanna Latimojong. The meaning of 

these two lyrics Wai was the assumption of intention. The intention of the people who 

attended the wedding party. The intention was a pray of blessing and for the 

happiness of the two brides.  
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The next line is "Lolong minnya 'maccolo tau guli mokkong" means 

"Unanimous intention" it refers to the people who unanimous intention to come to the 

event of the bride. The next line was “Ratu inde ko tee in Bua" means "Up here BUA 

(the event party)". This line refers to the guests who arrived in the party. The next 

line was "Lakko tangnga paningo" it means "to be the middle of a player". 

Furthermore, the intention of this line refers to something of abstract such as the 

goodness and the blessing.  

Based on the explanation above, the social message contained in this stanza 

that was the pleasure of parents is one of important to their children marriage. Beside 

of parents blessing that was the crucial thing as well, the blessings of friends and 

relatives were also extremely important. Therefore, friends and relatives of the bride 

must be participated in the ceremony to pray for the brides, such as for their health, 

sustenance abundant salvation, happiness of life in marriage. Because the blessing of 

Allah along with the blessing of parents 

Datum 5: 

Extract 

 Sompa’ ni mai  

 Sallona di pallalangan ri tana tammabela 

Mabelasi sompa si ditangkaran sunga’ 

  Na podo’ ni rejja’ 

The poem above was the content or essence of Ma'jaga poem in the ceremony 

of the bride. This poem called the Ma'jaga Botting ritual either, which welcome the 

bridegroom. This poem described the groom's struggle. The poem on the first line 
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"Sompa ni mai" means "The Bride has departed", in details, the purpose of the poem 

refers to a groom who has gone to the event or residence of the bride. In the second 

line "Sallolo di pallawangan ri tana tammabela" means "relatives almost to the point 

of residence" The meaning of this poem was the groom's entourage almost arrived at 

the ceremony or the venue of the bride. Then, the poem on the third and fourth line 

was "Mabellasi sompa si in a sage cape" means "Although the soul is at stake" the 

meaning was that despite so many obstacles for instance floods, landslides, 

mountains to be climbed, and rivers to be forded and even the would be stake, it 

would not make the groom surrender. And "Na podo 'ni Rejja" means "And come to 

the intended", these two line have the same meaning that although the distance 

journey to the bride's home was far, it could not become an excuse for not continue 

the journey. 

Based on the previously explanation, the social message contained in the 

Ma'jaga poem in this datum was that all good intentions. That was not always happen 

as same as our expectation before. For this reason, sometimes all the people need 

sacrifice and endeavor in order to reach the expected point as well as the 

determination of self-determined intention. That become basic of motivation for the 

birth of the spirit to keep struggling when in the unexpected situation. 
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Datum 6: 

Extract 

Lesso mi indan timunna 

Sininna na bawa nia’ 

Na lattu madeceng. 

Marinni mabassa 

Makkapomi sarana 

Kena tuo na sugi 

Na ende si dalle na’ 

Nadi pammula si to Jaga  

Pada mamminasa tau, majarang pa tau na tulian 

Ratu lian minasanna  

Based on the stanza above, the researcher found several connotation meaning 

was "Lesso mi indan timunna" means "The intention has been fulfied". The meaning 

of the word indan timunna was nasar or debt has been paid to has been completed. 

The second line was "Sininna na carry nia" means "All things which was from 

unanimous intention". The meaning of it line, intended and all that has done is 

expected to gain blessings, such as the sustenance, the health, the salvation, and either 

to the bride, parents, relatives or invitations coming to the event. Meanwhile, the third 

line was "Marinni mabassa" which means "Big and small", the intent of the stanza 

was all the stuff that used either small-sized items to large items used for the show 

become a blessing. 

The fourth line of "Na lattu madeceng" means that "will be received", it 

means that what has been intended either the good intentions or items that used in the 

wedding event from stuff and small objects. As the result, they would be received 
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well or accepted by The Almighty. The next poem "Makampomi sara na" means 

"The Wishes is completed", the meaning was the desire of Marriage. "Kena tuo na 

sugi", "Na ende si dalle na". The meaning of the both prayer were for the bride and 

groom would gave the long life, the success, and get earning easily. The next line was 

"Na di pammula si to Jaga" means "And then restarted the ritual Jaga", the meaning 

was that hopefully everyone was given a long life, given the success, and given 

abundant sustenance subsquently that Jaga ritual could be re-played one day. 

Furthermore ,"Ratu lian minasanna tau, majarang pa tau na tulian" means "Everyone 

wants to get married, but not everyone is destined for it" the meaning was that many 

people that willing to marry and marry off, but not everyone was required to do so. 

The last line was "Ratu lian minasanna" means "Hopefully it will be granted" the 

meaning refers to the expected granted by the Creator. 

Based on the explanation above, the social message contained in Ma'jaga 

poem was that the main expectation a marriage that was prays. That would to make 

the marriage always get the blessings from Allah SWT. In addition, the marriage is 

one of the worship that carried out on our obedience to command of Allah and His 

apostle who contains the sacred promise to live together and to love each other until 

get the Jannah (heaven). 
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BAB V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter provides of conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing the social 

message of Ma’jaga poems in Kaluppini district, Enrekang regency, the researcher 

gives some conclusion and suggestion to the readers.  

 

A. CONCLUSION  

After analyzing the data, the researcher answered the question about the social 

messages convey in Ma’jaga poems in Kaluppini district, Enrekang regency. The 

conclusion of the question that have been resolved: 

1. The society in Kaluppini Village called Ma’jaga tradition was Lambe-

lambean or prays for the both bride and used eight Languages. Such as; 

Makassar language, Bone Language, Tanah Toraja Language, Kaluppini 

language, Maiwa language, Luwu language, Duri language and Mandar 

language. Therefore, Ma’jaga is usually performed on two events, namely 

Maccera Manurun ceremony and Wedding Party. In addition, Maccera 

Manurun ceremony and Wedding party have a little different, but the meaning 

was same that praise the greatness of Allah Swt. 

2. The contents of Ma'jaga poem contained social messages, such as message to 

both parents and son/daughter to become a good parent,  message to be 

always grateful to Almight for the grace and blessings that He gives, always 

remembering Almight, keeping all his commandments and avoiding his 

prohibitions, and enterprising in achieving their needs. 
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B. SUGGESTION 

In this section, the researcher make it the suggestions directed to the reader, 

departments, students, and future researchers. 

Based on the conclusion previously, the researcher proposed some suggestion as 

follows: 

1. This thesis expected to all students who study in English department 

especially the students in Adab and Humanities faculty as a future reference for the 

next similar research especially about one of the literary work in south Sulawesi.  

2. This thesis has benefit as the source reference that consist of materials about 

tradition or cultural and of course about the value, messages, and meaning of it that 

have to be keep. 

3. The researcher suggested to society that this tradition is a good tradition 

because it is one of a way to keep ancestors advice. 
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APPENDIX 
 



The text of Ma’jaga poems 

 

1. Bismillahi tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to indona, 

Na lattu madeceng. 

Bismillahi tabe puang tinja’ ladi palesso 

Lattu madeceng tinja’na to ambe’na 

Na lattu madeceng. 

2. Sima’ tana ta ri punna tana  

mapallawai na lattu ri puang to jolo 

duanna na ola sima’ta 

Tana di indan tana tan di puppui, 

Lino leppangan ni aja’mu marannu  

apa tannia onroan mara’dda 

marannu ki makkegona  

apa tannia onroan mara’dda. 

3. Bulu’ki samballeng  

Taneteki sappan-sappan 

Buttu ki tale-tale 

Kenna ratumo nyawana 

Kenna pole sumanga’na 

 

4. Wai sa’dan di ma’lumba 

Wai salu mauli’ olai bambana latimojong 

Lolong minnya’ maccolo tau guli mokkong 

Ratu inde ko tee di Bua 



Lakko tangnga paningo  

Lappa mu kenden 

Lana purannu ko to ada’ 

Ala ku pa’tauan tu sara’ 

5. Sompa ni mai 

Sallolo di pallawangan ri tana tammabela 

Mabellasi sompa si di tangkaran sunga’ 

Ri tangkaran sungai 

Na podo’ ni Rejja 

6. Lesso mi indan timunna 

Sininna na bawa nia’ 

Marinni mabassa 

Na lattu madeceng 

Makkappomi sarana 

Kena tuo na sugi 

Na ende si dalle’ na 

Nadi pammula si to Jaga 

Pada mamminasa tau, majarang pa tau na tulian 

Ratu lian minasana 
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